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Abstract

Rome is a city with millenniums of  architectual history. There is an-
cient Rome, medieval Rome, Renaissance Rome, Baroque Rome, and con-
temporary Rome. All these different ‘faces’ have left their imprint on Rome. 
Nowadays the old city center is filled with many ruins of  ancient Rome  that 
reveal Rome’s rich archtectual history. Many of  these ancient ruins have been 
extensively studied and used as a basis for other designs all over the world. 
These ruins used to have a function or have changed function multiple times 
over time, therefore the general literature research of  this project focuses on 
role of  function in architecture in the field of  architecture. 

The ruins of  the public baths of  ancient Rome, which are called ther-
mae, are presumably one of  the most striking ruins nowadays in Rome. These 
ruins still show the enormous scale of  the these public baths. The baths of  
Caracalla is probably the most interesting, because of  its influence in the 
field of  architecture. For example, the ruins had a significant influence on the 
Beaux-Arts architecture style. Caracalla was used as source of  inspiration for 
many different building typologies. The study conducted on the baths of  Car-
acalla in this project mainly consists of  liteature and morphological research. 
The ancient public baths in Rome played an important part in the every-
day life of  many Romans. Romans did not have any bathing facilities in their 
homes, since the water system was not suited for individual bathing. Also the 
people who lived in cities, lived with a whole family in one room apartments, 
so there was no space for a bath. Romans therefore visited large public baths 
called thermae. A thermae was much more than only a bathing house, since 
it also contained a gym and a library. A visit to the public baths could take 
several hours. The thermae are propably the largest public baths ever built by 
humans. 

However, nowadays this bathing practise has completely dissapeared in 
contemporary Rome. This project attempted to reintroduce the thermae to 
Rome in a contemporary way. The main characteristics of  the ancient ther-
mae such as symmetry, the composition of  the functions, sequence of  spaces 
and the fact the thermae was an enclosed space inside the city are reused in 
the masterplan design. The former Mercati Generali in Ostiense is the project 
location. The currently abandoned site was picked as project location, because 
the area is similar in size to that of  a thermae. Ostiense was an industrial area 
with many large parcels similar in scale to the ancient thermae. The Mercati 
Generali is also located close to the ancient thermae Caracalla. 

The bath house building in this project, which is the main building in 
the center of  the thermae, is designed on an architectural level. The bathing 
experience is very important for a bath house, therefore the interior of  the 
building is worked out further. The roman bathing culture and the main archi-
tectural characteristics such as light from above and the use of  mass are also 
used in the contemporary bath house design. 
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Introduction

Atlas group work
The first part of  the Graduation Studio focused on the unending devel-

opment of  Rome, conducted in cooperation with Politecnico di Torino and 
Sapienza Università di Roma. This shared research resulted in an atlas that 
explores all key eras Rome faced regarding urban tranformations, starting 
from ancient Rome to contemporary Rome. Analyzing the urban transforma-
tion of  Rome as a whole appeared unachievable, because of  its rich history 
and occasionally unfindable information regarding the urban development of  
the city. Therefore the atlas focuses on eight specific streets that played a key 
role in the urban development of  Rome. The 24 students involved in this 
studie, were divided into eight groups of  each three students; one student from 
each university formed a group. Each group had to a street analysis and an 
era research. The street research mainly consisted of  morphological research, 
while the investigated era mostly contained literature study. In total 24 stu-
dents contributed to the research that resulted in the ‘Le città di Roma’ Atlas.

My group conducted research on the urban development of  Via Ost-
iense. This street was an important trade road in ancient Rome, since it con-
nected Rome to the ancient sea port Ostia. After the fall of  Rome the street 
lost its trade purpose, but the street remained in use thanks to the Basilica San 
Paolo, which is located just two kilometers outside the city walls of  Rome. Af-
ter Rome became Italy’s capital city in 1870, a period of  rapid urban growth 
started in Rome. Via Ostiense was in this period primarily planned as an in-
dustrial zone on the border of  Rome, however, due the uncontrolled rapid 
urban sprawl of  Rome, Via Ostiense is nowadays a street in the city close 
to the center of  Rome that is characterized by a mixture functions, building 
typologies and all kind of  plot sizes. The large industry complexes such as the 
Ex-Mattatoio (slaughterhouse), Ex-Mercati Generali and Italgas dominate the 
streetscape of  Via Ostiense. Many of  these industrial complexes are currently 
abandoned or are being redeveloped. Along the street are also many other 
large public buildings which are surrounded by an oase of  open space. These 
spaces are mainly used as parking lot, square and park. However, there are also 
many wasteland sites along the street. 



Individual thesis
The collective group research on Rome showed that the city has an 

extensive history which shaped the distinctive and rich architectural center of  
Rome. The urban form of  the city center was not planned by a clear set of  
rules, nevertheless the center has a strong identity. While most regions outside 
the Aurelian wall have a more or less undefined identity. Especially the areas 
that were developed in the years after Rome became the capital of  Italy in 
1870 and the decennia after the Second World War are important time peri-
ods for the fast and often uncontrolled urban growth. Rome’s rapid expansion 
sprawl of  the last century is completely the opposite from that of  ancient and 
medieval Rome. 

Rome’s historical city center identity is nowadays renowned for its many 
famous squares and churches, but ancient public buildings also contribute to 
a large extent to the historical identity of  Rome’s city center. Some examples 
of  these important and often large scale ancient buildings in ancient Rome are 
the Baths of  Diocletian, the Baths of  Caracalla, the basilicas and the Colosse-
um. The remains of  these large structures are still standing and most of  them 
are monuments, but some of  these ruins are currently still used. For example 
the Basilica of  St. Mary of  the Angels and the Martyrs is built inside the 
frigidarium of  the ruins of  the Baths of  Diocletian and the ruins of  the The-
atre of  Marcellus have been transformed into a palazzo. These large buildings  
complexes had and still have a huge influence on the urban development of  
Rome.

 Nowadays Rome also accommodates countless other large building 
complexes which have a great influences on the urban fabric, however most 
of  these large complexes do not serve the public like its ancient predecessors, 
since these structures often were industrial. A zone in Rome with many of  
these large-scale building complexes can be found in the Ostiense area. The 
street Via Ostiense is characterized by a mix of  industrial zones and institu-
tional zones. This mixture of  function in combination with the almost com-
plete absence of  residential zones, but the abundance of  open space makes 
Via Ostiense is an interesting area on the border of  the city center of  Rome.

Ostiense has like the city center of  Rome many large monuments and 
abandoned buildings. However, the ancient monuments in the city center 
seem to be valued completely different then the industrial monuments just 
outside the center. The ruins in the city center attract many tourists and are 
appreciated by Rome’s citizens, while the abandoned industrial building hard-
ly get any attention from the public.  



Methodology 

The main question will be answered by sub questions. These sub ques-
tions will be answered on the basis of  literature study, mapping, case stud-
ies and design research. The literature study about sport facilities and public 
baths will consist of  gathering and analysing information by using books, ar-
ticles and theses. The outcome of  this literature research will form a starting 
point for the design research. The case studies about public bathhouses and 
sport complexes will give information about the relevant typologies and will be 
starting tool for the design research. The mapping study will contain an visual 
analyse of  the project site. The outcome of  this analyse will support the design 
research with necessary information in order to make the right decisions. The 
design stategy will be explained in the design research topic



Research question

The need for cleanliness has always been a necessity, therefore bathing 
has a long history architecture. However, the public bathing culture is different 
in each culture and therefore it has many different ‘faces’. The general view on 
public bathing also has changed dramatically multiple times. Nowadays public 
bathing is less a necessity, especially after people could affort private bathing 
facilities.The aim of  this project is to reintroduce the ancient Roman concept 
of  public bathing in contemporary Rome. This project aims to answers the 
following research questions; 

Main question:
How could a contemporary ‘thermae’ building operate in modern
Rome?

Sub-question 1:
How has the public bath function changed over time?

Sub-question 2:
What is the influence of  the thermae in the urban fabric of  Rome?

Sub-question 3:
How did the romans use the ‘thermae’ and what is currently their bath
culture?

Sub-question 4: 
Which alternatives of  bathing houses and bathing cultures are there?
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1 Function and Event

This chapter is a small essay that will briefly research the history on 
the view of  function in architecture. This small essay will briefly research the 
history on the view of  function in architecture. The Rome is one of  the oldest 
cities in the world and therefore contains many old buildings and ruins. Many 
of  these ancients structures changed functions over time, while the body, the 
physical part of  the building, practically remained the same. For example a 
part of  the ruins of  the Baths of  Diocletian have been transformed into the a 
church. 

1.1 Introduction
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Fig. 1.11 and Fig 1.12 The entrance and interior of  the church Santa Maria degli Angeli e dei Martiri which is buit inside the baths of  Diocle-
tian. Source: www.beniculturali.it
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The role and influence of  function on architecture has always have 
been a topic of  discussion in the field of  architecture. For example, two thou-
sand years ago Vitruvius already wrote about the importance of  function. In 
his book “De Architectura” he mentions that a structure must has to be solid, 
functional and beautiful in order to be succesfull. Nonetheless, the real discus-
sion about the role of  function in architecture, started when the Italian theorist 
Jesuit Padre Carlo Lodoli in the 17th century wrote that architecture should 
express a truth to materials and that the overuse of  ornamant was illogical. 
He believed that elements that served no function should be left out. Histori-
ans believe that Lodoli’s notions on function were picked up by the American 
sculptor Horatio Greenough in approximately 1840. He believed that forms 
found in nature are pure because they are God’s work. “God’s world has a distinct 
formula for every function, and we seek in vain to borrow shapes; we must make shapes, and 
can only effect this by mastering the principles.” According to Greenough humans 
should try to learn and control “the principle of  unflinching adaptation of  forms to 
functions.” Greenough’s way of  thinking was basically already similar to that of  
functionalist, since a functionalist believes that a building or object should be 
primarily based upon its intended function. Greenough’s theory about func-
tion soon became popular all over Europe and America. However, after more 
than half  a century it was Louis Sullivan that reduced Greenhough’s theory 
to the short and famous phrase “forms follows function”. This quote is considered 
to be the basis for the functionalist philosophy of  design, but Sullivan hardly 
added anything to Greenough’s theory, because when in his explanation he 
also refers to nature and God to support his theory. “All things in nature have a 
shape, that is to say, a form, an outward semblance, that tells us what they are, that distin-
guishes them from ourselves and from each other. Unfailingly in nature these shapes express the 
inner life, the native quality, of  the animal, tree, bird, fish, that they present to us; they are so 
characteristic, so recognizable, that we say, simply, it is ‘natural’ it should be so. Unceasingly 
the essence of  things is taking shape in the matter of  things, and this unspeakable process we 
call birth and growth.” Sullivan’s quote might seem logically at first, since when 
designing a building one should know the purpose or function of  the project, 
however many other factors also play a role in the design proces such as cli-
ent desires, ethical obligations, aesthetic inclinations, material properties and 
cultural influences. Sullivan’s quote, if  read carefully, also claims that function 
exists before form. In other words; function does not need form. However this 
thought is peculiar in the field of  architecture, since for instance, a wall has to 
exist before one could argue about its function. 

Around mid-twentieth century, some architects started to question Sul-
livan’s theory. One of  the first architects that openly rejected the the notion 
form follows function was the Italian architect Aldi Rossi. He believes that all 
functions can be expressed through forms. Robert Venturi also turned away 
from fuctionalism and encouraged other architects to do the same. Venturi 
even said: “The less form follows function, the better.” Venturi used elements from 
the past and he modified and combined them in entirely new ways. Postmod-
ernist architects generally believe there is no correct form, but a number of  

1.25 R. Dahmen-Ingenhoven, Anima-
tion: Form follows Fun, 2004, Birkhauser 
Basel

1.24 R. Venturi, Complexity and Contra-
diction in Architecture, 1966, Museum of  
Modern Art Pennsylvania

1.21 Vitruvius, De architecture. The Ten 
books on Architectue, edited by I.D Row-
land, T.N. Howe 

1.22 G. Schwartz, Form follows function 
- or does it?: Modernist design theory and the 
history of  art, 1982, Horst Woldemar 
Janson

1.23 L. Sullivan, The Tall Office Building 
Artistically Considered, 1896

1.2 History of  function and event
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Fig. 1.23 Peter Eisenman’s House III belongs to the series of  houses which Peter called Cardboard architecture. In this series he experiment-
ed with material, scale and function. Certain elements in the houses that seem to have purpose, because of  their form, did in fact not have 
the intended function most people would believe that element should have. For example the houses contained staircases that led to nowhere 
and columns that did not support the structure of  the building. From this experiment one could conclude that Eisenman tried to make archi-
tecture with the idea that the form should not represent the function, source: www.pinterest.com
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different forms that could serve the same function. Peter Eisenman rejected 
the modernists interpretation on function by saying: ‘I don’t do function’. He 
believed that architecture should enable use or a certain function but it should 
not be the main starting point of  architecture. He tried to design architecture 
which speaks of  itself. He tried to make this idea visible in his numbered hous-
es series in the 1970’s. In this experiment he designed almost unlivable houses 
that were based on his own theory, however certain elements in the project 
that seem to have purpose because of  their form, did actually not have the 
intended function most people would believe that element would have. For 
example the houses contained staircases that led to nowhere and columns that 
did not support the structure of  the building. In his numbered houses series he 
made clear that form should not represent function.

Eisenman primarly searched his answers in designing new forms by 
combining and stretching old forms. Rem Koolhaas questioned functionalism 
in his book Delirious New York in a different way. He described and analysed 
the multilayered and multifunctional Downtown Athletic Club that was de-
signed by Starrett & Van Vleck. Koolhaas called the structure “a constructivist 
social condenser, a machine to generate and intensify desirable forms of  human intercourse”  
This 38 floors high skyscraper was a prime example were the building seper-
ated the outside word from the inside. The tower contained many athletic 
activities such as Turkish baths, swimming baths, squash and handball courts, 
locker rooms and even a golf  court on the 7th floor. In his book Koolhaas 
seems fascinated by this concept of  cross programming functions that resulted 
in an infinite layers inside thetower. “In the Downtown Athletic Club each Plan is an 
abstract composition of  activities that describes, on ech of  the synthetic platforms, a different 
“performance”that is only a fragment of  the large spectacle of  the metropolis.” Each floor 
had his own atmosphere and programme, but the layering of  these floors was 
completely random. Koolhaas describes one of  these surrealist atmospheres 
on a floor as “Eating oysters with boxing gloves, naked, on the ninth floor — such is the 
‘plot’ of  this floor — the 20th century in action” Especially the first twelve floors, 
which were only accessible to men, have unpredictable and unconventional 
programmes. The other floors consisted of  bedrooms and restaurants. Kool-
haas used this cross-programming technique for instance in his Seattle Central 
Library design. 

The architect Bernard Tschumi was also interested crossprogramming 
architecture. He believes that form and function interact with eachother. Ar-
chitecture is about space and the event that takes place in the space. Or in 
other words, Tschumi defines architecture as an event-space with potentiali-
ties. He refers to structures  that change function, for instance, an industrial 
building become a museum.  Tschumi believed that there is no archtecture 
without activity or events. He stated that architecture is the result of  an inter-
action between spaces, movement and event. “If  writers manipulate the structure 
of  stories, words, and grammar, couldn’t architects manipulate the programme? If  architects 
could use such deviced ar repetition, distortion or juxtaposition in the formal elabration of  
walls, couldn’t they do the same thing in terms of  activities that occured within those walls?” 
He favoured the idea of  mix uncommon, contradicting activities, because he 
believed that would result unpredictable events. Tschumi finds these “in-be-
tween spaces” between the contradicting activities interesting.  These are the 
spaces where anything can happen, they are not designed but simply arose.

 
Tschumi was probably influenced by the French philosopher Michel 

Foucault who described the event as an ‘event of  thought’. Foucault also in-

1.27 B. Tschumi, Event-cities, 1996, 
Monacelli Press

1.26 R. Koolhaas, Delirious New York 
A Retroactive Manifesto For Manhattan, 
1978, The MIT Press

1.28 Y. Manolopoulou, Architectures 
of  Chance, 2013, Ashgate publishing 
Limited

1.24 R. Koolhaas, Delirious New York 
A Retroactive Manifesto For Manhattan, 
1978, The MIT Press
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Fig. 1.25 Tschumi’s proposal for the National Library of  France did not win the competition and therefore is never realised. However, in this 
design is Tschumi’s transprogramming is clearly visible. For example he combined several types of  programs that are not associated with 
each other, such as a running track, forum and reading room. Tschumi saw the library as an event rather than as a frozen monument, source: 
www.tschumi.com/projects/24 
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1.27 B. Tschumi, Event-cities, 1996, 
Monacelli Press

1.28 M. Foucault, Of  other spaces: 
Utopies and Heterotopias, 1967

1.29 D. Brookes, Centre for the displaced: 
in praise of  architectural neutrality in the 
aiport terminal, 2011, RMIT University

1.26 R. Koolhaas, Delirious New York 
A Retroactive Manifesto For Manhattan, 
1978, The MIT Press

troduced a the term heterotopia into architecture. According to Foucault a 
heterotopia is an other space, an escape, an attempt to be an utopia. Walter 
Russell Mead defined the difference between an heterotopia and utopia as fol-
lowing:“Utopia is a place where everything is good; dystopia is a place where everything is 
bad; heterotopia is where things are different — that is, a collection whose members have few 
or no intelligible connections with one another.” These spaces are sites that are places 
outside all places, but at the same time relates to all the other sites from which 
it is located against. A heterotopia could be a real or unreal a place or space 
that appears to be one thing but is actually something else. For example, a 
screen of  a cinema is a heterotopia, because when the movie, the event, starts 
you are not in a theatre anymore; the movie takes you to a different place that 
appear to be real. Foucault did not define or limited the term heterotopia, this 
makes the term very broad and hard to understand. For example, if  someone 
fantaszies about a space as a heterotopia space, then it essentially becomes 
one. The internet is also full of  heteropias; Facebook for instance could be 
considered as an heterotopia.  

Some examples of  physical heterotopia types are the cemetery, prison, 
library, museum, garden, theme park, airport terminal, zoo or sport dome. All 
these examples, which are often public spaces, have te ability to be heteroto-
pias since these buildings are able to create their own world that is set apart 
from the everyday normal world. These building types are often special places 
in the urban environment. An airport terminal is a heterotopia because it is a 
physical place that processes passengers, but also a non place in the sense that 
the place has no identity; it is merely a transitional container. 

Foucault describes six principles of  heterotopia that distinguish hetero-
topic spaces from other spaces:

- The first principle is that every culture in the world develops their own 
heterotopia, therefore they difference much in shape and form. A heteroto-
pia of  crisis or heterotopia of  difference is a place where people retreat from 
society, because their live is in a state of  crisis. Buildings that suit this kind 
of  heterotopia are plastic surgery retreats, boarding schools, military training 
schools, pychiatric hospitals, rest homes, prisons.

The second principle is that a heterotopia also has to be flexible in use. 
Each society changes over time and this change also influence the already 
existing heterotopia.

- The third principle is called the ‘contradictory heterotopia’. This kind 
of  heterotopia is a real place that has the ability to change into several sites, 
real or unreal, that are in themselves incompatible, some examples are the 
cinema , art gallery and TV screen.

- The fourth principle is a that a heterotopia is a place that exists in time 
but also exists outside time. Ruins and museums are places of  temporal that 
are timelessness and festival spaces, skiing villages are places of  time. These 
places are only visited during a certain period of  time.  Foucault calls this prin-
ciple ‘temporal heterotopia’. 

- The fifth principle origins from that a heterotopia of  ritual or puri-
fication are spaces that isolated and accissible for a certain group of  people. 
Example of  such heterotopia are a church, sauna or nightclub. According to 
Foucault ‘Heterotopias always presuppose a system of  opening and closing that both isolates 
them and makes them penetrable. In general, one does not access a heterotopian emplacement 
as if  it were a pub’. However, Foucault also admitted that the term lacks a true 
definition, because it possesses often multiple meanings. 
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- The sixth principle is that a heterotopia has  a function in relation to 
all the remaining space. Foucault distinguish two different types on how a het-
erotopia can relate to the rest of  society. The ‘heterotopia of  illusion’ questions 
the rest of  society by providing an alternate model of  society, while a ‘hetero-
topia of  compensation’ support society by improving the current society or 
in some cases show society’s ideal version of  itself. According to Foucault an 
example of  a heterotopia of  illusion is a brothel and a heterotopias of  com-
pensation are the colonies in South America. 

Heterotopia, as formulated by Foucault, seems broad because almost 
everything could be considered a heterotopia. However, the thought of  ‘other 
spaces’ in a city is interesting. A place people visit to escape from the city, their 
daily normal life. The british architectural historian Colin Rowe also wrote 
about utopias. He rejected the modernest utopias that were based on total 
planning and total design, since these type of  models lack adaption capabili-
ties. But he instead proposed a ‘collage city’ which contained a whole range of  
small utopias that have a connection or represent the history of  the city. Colin 
Rowe never mentioned heterotopia in his writings, however his ideas on city 
planning are in general quite similar to the Foucalts view on heteroptias. 

Fig. 1.26 The theme park Kursaal from above in 1940. Kursaal was one of  the world’s first amusement parks in the world. Foucault considers 
a theme park a heterotopia. Source: clubcriticaltheory.files.wordpress.com
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2 The history of  sport in the city

2.1 Introduction

Fig. 2.11 Roland Garros is also located 
on the border between the city and a 
parc.

It is not possible to date the origin of  sports, but the first known or-
ganised events of  sport could be found in ancient Greek and in the Roman 
empire. After the collapse of  the Roman empire, the importance of  sports in 
the society declined. Nowadays, sport is part of  people’s life again, because 
the modern lifestyle is focuses on being active and healthier. However, many 
cities still use sport to fill up residual space inside a city, because sport areas 
are often unprofitable spaces. For instance, in Rome many sport facilities are 
located around the Tiber. The area around the Tiber is a residual space, since 
the river lies several meters lower than the city, so the city has hardly any 
connection with the river. This small chapter will briefly discuss the history of  
sport facilities. The city of  olympia will be discussed which contained many 
ancient sport facilities, 

2.10 H. Eichberg, Body cultures; essays on 
sport, space and identity, 1998, London
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Fig. 2.13 The sportfields are located in residual spaces along the Tiber

Fig. 2.12 Sportplatz Auguststrasse is a soccerfield that is located between building blocks.  Source: J. Timothy, Duin Architecture and Urbanism 
Double Graduation Track, November 2011
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Olympia is well known as the birthplace of  the olympic games, however 
the site is not only a sport complex, since it is also a sanctuary sacred to the god 
Zeus. Olympia was not a city since it hardly had any permanent inhabitants. 
The first Olympic Games were held every four years from 776 B.C until the 
christian emporer Theodosius I banned the festival in 393 A.D. In 1896 the 
French baron Pierre de Coubertin brought back the Olympic games. Elis is a 
nearby city that hosted the Olympic Games. Elis has been attacked multiple 
times by other Greek cities, however some scientist believe that all Greek cities 
respected a truce of  about three weeks which ensured the safety of  the city 
Elis and the people visiting the Olympia. This truce indicates the importance 
of  the Olympics in Greek culture. All free male Greek citizens could partici-
pate in Olympic Games. Originally only men could compete in the Olympic 
Games, however Cynisca of  Sparte broke with this tradition in 396 B.C. and 
392 B.C. by winning the four- horse chariot race with her male team.2.10

The games were in honor of  the gods Zeus and Hera, therefore the 
temples of  these gods are placed in the middle of  the complex which the 
Greeks called Altis. The Altis contained all the religous building, while outside 
the sacred place one could find the stadium, gymnasium and other accommo-
dations for visitors. The development of  the site could roughly be devided into 
four main time periods. During the Archaic period the important temples of  
Zeus and Hera were built and almost all treasury buildings of  all the compet-
ing cities were built aswell. The original Archaic stadium was in front of  the 
treasuries, but was later moved oustide of  the center Olympia because the site 
kept growing in size. Despite several wars in the Hellenistic period, olympia 
remained unharmed and only grew in fame. Also during this period Olympia 
improved and expanded the facilities for the competing athletes. After Olym-
pia came under Roman rule Olympia remained popular, however the build-
ings on the site slowly became ruins because of  the lack of  maintenance.2.11

According to Foucault theory Olympia also could be considered a 
heterotopia. The site is a temporal heterotopia, because every four years the 
olympic games were held here, the whole site was temporary a sport festival. 
Olympia existed outside of  time in the sense that place that provided an ab-
solute break from the present. Olympoa was a no war zone and was isolated 
from other cities. Many Greek tribes were in war, but at the Olympic Games 
they did not fight eachother. Olympia could also be considered as a heteroto-
pia of  ritual or purification, since the space was isolated and not accessible to 
women and during the games only priests and athletes could live there. 

2.20 Micheal Scott, Delphi and Olympia: 
the spatial politics of  panhellenism in the 
archaic and classical period,1875, Cam-
bridge

2.21 Tony Perrottet, The naked olympics: 
the true story about the ancient games, 2004, 
New york

2.2 Olympia
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1 Big gymnasion
2 Palaestra (wrestling school)
3 Theokoleon (priests quarters)
4 Pheidias’ workshop/basilica
5 Greek baths
6 Hostels
7 Heroon (shrine/holy place)
8 Leonidaion (lodging place)

9 South baths
10 Bouleuterion (council house)
11 South stoa (covered walkway)
12 Temple of  Zeus
13 Pelopion (tomb of  pelops)
14 Temple of  Hera
15 Philippeion (memorial)
16 Prytaneion (home of  priests)

17 Metroon Temple
18 Treasuries 
19 Stadium
20 Ptolemy II and Arsinoe II
21 Hellenistic building
22 Villa of  Nero
24 Crypte (arched entrance)

1

Kladeos
River

Mount 
Kronos

2

3

4

5

6

7

8 9

10
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12

13

14
15

16

17

19

20

21

22

18

23

Sanctuary of Olympa
Archaic period 7th - 6th
Classical period 5th - 4th 

c. BC
c. BC
c. BC
c. AD

Hellenistic period 3rd - 1st
Roman period 1st BC - 4th 
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2.3 Palaestra and gymnasium

The name Palaestra derives from the Greek word ‘paiaein’ which means 
‘fight’. The palaestra was an ancient Greek wrestling school. The majority of  
the palaestra was owned by private individuals, however a palaestra in com-
bination with a gymnasium was often a public place just outside of  the city. 
Wrestling and boxing, which were the most popular sports of  ancient Greece, 
were usually practiced inside a palaestra, however young Greeks could also 
train the mind by following lectures and participate in all kind of  intellectual 
conversations. Important political conversation were common. For example, 
it is believed that the plan to reconquer Thebes from Sparta was conversed in 
a palaestra.2.11

The paleastra was only accessible for young men. Women, slaves, 
grandfathers, cripples and vendors were not allowed inside. The palaestra at 
Olympia was built sometime in the third century BC and followed the typi-
cal palestra plan arrangement. The center of  the building had a large open 
court of  sand which measured approximately 40 by 40 meters. The court of  
the palestra is a peristyle, since all four sides were surrounded by porticoes 
with adjoining rooms. These spaces could have many different functions such 
as: bathing, sports, sleeping, socializing and storage. Regularly the north side 
along the peristyle was higher and had more depth than the other 3 sides. Vit-
ruvius believed that this was done to have a better protection against rain and 
sun. The palaestra at Olympia follows this building principle. It is assumed 
that on rainy days, wrestling was taught and practiced under the colonnades 
around the peristyle.2.12

The word ‘gymnasium’ means ‘an exercise for which you strip’. The 
difference between a palaestra and gymnasium lies in the fact that a gymnasi-
um is a large sport field surrounded by stoas, while a Palaestra is considered a 
building. A large part of  the north and western sides of  the Gymnasium com-
plex in oplympia have been washed away by the Kladeos River. Investigators 
believe that the west stoa wing had a series of  rooms for the athletes. The most 
essential parts of  the gymnasium are the running-track and the court which 
was used to practice the javelin and discus. The gymnasium also had some 
small bathing facilities, for that reason a gymnasium always required undress-
ing-rooms. Therefore a paleastra was usually attached to the gymnasium or a 
palaestra was close to the gymnasium. This combination with a palaestra often 
could be found just outside the city. This common combination could also be 
found in Olympia, however this complex was not intended for citizens, only 
competitors of  the festival could use this complex. The Olympia court had a 
rectangular shape of  approximately 200 by 100 meters. In Roman times the 
gymnasium changed to a study complex type with libraries, classrooms and 
lecture halls. Nowadays a gymnasium is still known as a school that mainly 
focuses on academic learning.  

2.31 E.N. Gardiner, Athletic in the ancient 
world, 1930 London: Oxford Universi-
ty Press. p.72, p.75

2.32 Vitruvius, De architecture. The Ten 
books on Architectue. Book 5, chapter 11, 
edited by  I.D Rowland, T.N. Howe 
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300 ‘greek feet’ = ~90m

150m

Plaestra

Gymnasium
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3 Public baths

3.1 Introduction
The public bath typology has a long and rich history that could be 

found in all ancient and modern civilizations. According to Gerhard all cul-
tured nations have practiced bathing, chiefly at a period in their history when 
they flourished most, and that with the decay of  civilization and culture, baths 
also dissappeared.4.11 However, the way bathing is practiced and its influence 
in each civilization varies widely, since every culture has its own characteristics, 
rituals and beliefs related to bathing. For example, in ancient Rome, the pub-
lic bathing culture in the communal Thermaes were part of  the daily life of  
almost all Roman people. These large Roman bath complexes raised bathing 
to a high art in ancient Rome, while the public bathing culture in America 
around the 1900’s mainly was a necessity for the poor segment of  the society 
in order to improve hygiene.4.12

3.11 J.P. Toner, Leisure and Ancient Rome, 
1995 

3.12 William Paul Gerhard, Modern 
Baths and Bath Houses, 1908
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1 Aquaduct Appia
2 Aquaduct Anio Vetus
3 Aquaduct Marcia
4 Aquaduct Tepula
5 Aquaduct  Julia
6 Aquaduct Virgo
7 Aquaduct Alsientina
8 Aquaduct Claudia
9 Aquaduct Anio Novus
10 Aquaduct Traiana
11 Aquaduct Alexandrina

312 BC
269 BC
140 BC
125 BC
33 BC
18 BC
2 AD
52 AD
52 AD
109 AD
226 AD

30
280
318
151
350
24
209
320
400
230
570

20
48
59
61
64
2
17
67
70
80
53

16.445
63.705
91.424
17.745
22.854
20.697
32.848
68.751
86.964
57.000
22.000

Name: Date Altitude Spring (m) Altitude Rome (m) Total length in (m)

3.2 Thermae in Rome

1
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7
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2

9

8

3

The baths of  Agrippa was the first large public bath built in Rome, how-
ever this bath was still small compared to the large public baths that were built 
two centuries later. Each new build thermae was larger and more impressive 
than the previous baths. All thermae are named after the commissioner and 
often the baths were a gift to the people from the emperors. The baths required 
a lot of  water, therefore the Romans built many aquaducts. Large sections of  
these aquaducts consisted of  tunnels, since maintenance was less expensive 
and less prone to vandalism. The last part of  the water canal was built on high 
arches, because the transport of  water in these aquaducts was based on gravity 
and therefore the Romans made the aquaducts as high as possible. 
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1 Baths of  Agrippa
2 Baths of  Nero
3 Baths of  Titus
4 Baths of  Trajan
5 Baths of  Caracalla
6 Baths of  Decius
7 Baths of  Diocletan
8 Baths of  Constantine

25 BC
64 AD
81 AD
104 AD
216 AD
249 AD
298 AD
Before 315 AD

1

4

8

72

5

6

3
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3.3 Thermae

The thermae were large multifuction buildings. When a Roman citizen  
visited these large public bath complexes, he actually visited a gym, bathroom 
, school and a dermatologist. The Roman public baths are basically a contin-
uation of  the Greek gymnasium but with additions such as: libraries, lecture 
halls, shops, colonnades, and promenades. However, the main function of  the 
thermae are the baths, since all the main baths are located in one building in 
the center of  the complex. A visit to a thermae probably took some time, so 
it is only logical to imagine that a vistit to the baths was besides bathing also 
a social event. Most public baths were accessible for all Roman citizens of  all 
classes. 

Upon entering the baths visitors had to pay a fee. After paying visitors 
probably directly went to the dressing room to change their clothes and oil 
their bodies. Many visitors would bring a slave who protects their clothes, poor 
people could temporary hire a slave.  It is not clear what Romans exactly wore 
in the thermae. Martial, a Roman poet, writes about bathing and he seems to 
be positives about being naked in public and mixed bathing. He also speaks of  
nudity in the gymnasiums  and stadiums, but it is not clear if  this was the Ro-
man standard.3.21 Emperor Hadrian prohibited mixed bathing, however this 
ban was violated frequently. Bathers normally began with several excercises 
to warm up their body for the bath routine. The exercises were done in the 
open space around the main building, similar to the Greek palaestra. After the 
exercises, the bodies of  the bathers are cleaned from dirt and oil so they could 
start to bathe. Visitors were not obliged to follow a certain sequence of  baths, 
however most bather followed a basic bath routine that consists out of  a visit 
to the  . 

One of  the most famous thermae is Caracalla since it was the largest 
Roman bath house. The bath was commissioned by Seventh Emperor Severus 
and built between 212 and 217 AD. The main design consists of  a large build-
ing in the middle with a wall of  smaller buildings wrapped around the centeral 
building. The wall of  buildings around the complex separate the main build-
ing from the rest of  city. The dimensions of  the whole complex were 350 me-
ters by 300 meters and the main building was approximately 230 meters long 
by 165 meters wide and almost 40 meters high. Caracalla is designed symmet-
rically around one axis. The central hall and the three main baths are placed 
on this central axis indicating their importance. The romans used almost their 
entire architectual vocabulary and knowlegde in the design of  Caracalla. The 
walls were heavily decorated with marble and frescoes. The floors were made 
of  black and white mosaics. Some of  these mosaics survived the looting after 
the Roman Empire fell. The open space between the main building and the 
wall is filled with gardens, collonades and fountains. The whole complex was 
also filled with a large number of  statues. 

The complex could effortlessness accommodate nearly 2,000 people at 
a time and each day around 8,000 people would visit the complex. Aqua Mar-
cia was the aquaduct that fed Caracalla with the required amount of  water. 
The spring of  Auqa Marcia was 91 km away in the Anio valley. The baths  
remained in use until the 6th century. Nowadays the baths are just a shell of  
what they would have been, however the scale of  the brick structure still gives 
a good impression of  the size of  the baths. 

3.30 G.G. Fahan, Bathing in public in the 
roman world, 1999, The University of  
Michigan Press
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1 Cold bath (Frigadarium)
2 Great hall
3 Warm bath (Tepidarium)
4 Hot bath (Calidarium)
5 Lounges
6 Lecture Halls
7 Palaestra
8 Vestibules (side entrances)
9 Courts
10 Dressing Rooms (apodyterium)
11 Steam Baths (laconicum)

13 Main Entrance
14 Shops
15 Gymnasia
16 Nymphaea
17 Study Rooms
18 Steps to Portico
19 Lecture rooms and libraries
20 Fountains
21 Games and Sports rooms
22  Entrance to the baths
23 Aquaduct and resevoir
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3.40Viollet-le-Duc, Eugène-Emmanu-
el, Entretiens sur l’architecture, 1864; Hen-
ry Van Brunt, Discourses on Architecture, 
1875. New York: Grove Press

3.42 Herbert Muschamp, Architecture 
View; In this Dream Station Future and Past 
collide, New York Times, 1993

3.41 W. Warren, The New York Times, 
p42. New York Times, Sunday, April 
18, 1909

Fig. 3.40 Guillaume Abel Blouet’s 
reconstruction of  the central hall of  
the baths of  Caracalla (1828)

Fig. 3.41 Picture of  the Penn station 
in 1912. 

After the collapse of  Roman Empire most Roman building quickly be-
came heaps of  ruins burried in a layer of  sand and forgotten. After many 
centuries ancient Greek and Roman architecture was appreciated again. Ar-
chitects, artist, writers and painters soon began to study the Roman ruins. For 
example, Giovanni Battista Piranesi an Italian artist who lived in the 18th cen-
tury, made a famous drawing of  the ruins of  Caracalla.  In the nineteenth-cen-
tury Viollet-Le-Duc made imaginary, but famous visualizations of  the Baths 
of  Caracalla which he published in his book ‘Discourses on Architecture’. All 
these kind of  drawings served as an archetypal for a wide variety of  buildings 
types that often had to process large masses of  people such as metropolitan 
train stations, libraries and government buildings. The thermae archetype be-
came especially popular in the United States in the late 19th century.3.23

Probably one of  the most memorable buildings which was based on the 
idea of  the baths of  Caracalla is the Penn Station designed by the architect 
Charles Follen McKim. McKim was an American Beaux-Arts architect and 
studied at the Paris Académie des Beaux-Arts where he learned to use historic 
examples as a basis for designing. Whitney Warren explained the Beaux-Arts 
theory as following: “Architecture is always an evolution. Of  course, we use old styles; we 
can’t invent a new one, we can only evolve a new one. So we are taking the best elements in 
the old styles, and we are attempting to produce from them what is suggested and demanded by 
our present conditions – a new and American style”.3.22 McKim was fascinated by the 
ancient Roman baths after a trip to Rome he made in 1901, that he literally 
incooperated some parts of  the Baths of  Caracalla into his own design. For in-
stance, the central hall of  the station on figure 2.21 is almost an exact duplicate 
of  the Tepidarium (central hall) from the Baths of  Caracalla on figure 2.20. 
The client was the pennsylvania Railroad company also wanted a hotel tower 
above the station, so that whole site would more profitable, however McKim 
objected to this idea, since he wanted to stay as close as possible to the ancient 
thermae model. The Penn station is ofcourse not a complete copy of  the an-
cient thermae. He used for instance different materials, the waiting room of  
the Penn Station is made of  a light steel structure with a glass roof. 

The station opened in 1910 and was one of  the largest building ever 
build at that time. It was considered to be one of  the most impressive buildings 
in the world, however the original Penn Station does not exist anymore, since it 
was demolished in 1963 due to high maintance costs. A monument that should 
have last millenia like Caracalla was demolished after approximately 50 years 
of  service, because it appeared impossible to maintain the enourmous build-
ing, mainly because of  the popularity of  train transportation decreased while 
the popularity of  cars and airplanes rapidly increased. The station might still 
have existed today if  McKim would have agreed to the hotel tower proposal. 
Many famous and modern architects such as Philip Johnson objected to the 
demolition. For example, Vincent Scully a professor of  the History of  Art in 
Architecture at Yale University was against the demolition of  the Pennsylvania 
Station. He praised the old Penn Station and disapproved the new design of  
the station by saying “One entered the city like a god. One scuttles in now like a rat”.3.24

3.4 Caracalla as inspiration
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Fig. 3.42The French architect and theorist Eugène Viollet-le-Duc made this drawing of  the Baths of  Caracalla which he published in his 
book ‘Discourses on Architecture’.  The thermal windows became a Beaux-Arts feature that would be used in many large public building around 
1900.

Fig. 3.42 Penn Station in 1911, New York
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Louis Kahn is another architect who was heavily inspired by the ther-
mae of  ancient Rome. He studied many great ruins of  Egypt, Greece and 
Rome. Kahn’s fascination for ruins is obvious in the following quote. “A build-
ing rising from its foundation is eager to exist. It still doesn’t have to serve its intended use. Its 
spirit of  wanting to be is impatient and high. . . . A building built is a building in bondage of  
use. . . . A building that has become a ruin is again free of  the bondage of  use.” Kahn was 
also very interested in Giovanni Battista Piranesi ruins drawing, this fact only 
emphasizes the love Kahn had for ruins. The design Kahn made for the main 
building of  the Indian Institute of  Management complex (figure 2.26) looks 
like a ruin similar to that of  Caracalla (figure 2.25). In this design he used the 
concept of  what he called “wrapping ruins around buildings” in order to make 
his building look glassless. The fact that Kahn took inspiration from Roman 
ruins is obvious when figure 2.23 is compared to figure 2.24. The space of  the 
Trajan’s market has many similarities with the interior of  the Indian Institute 
of  Management.3.25

Kahn stated that he was particular inspired by the Baths of  Caracalla 
when he designed the National Parliament House at Dhaka. “If  you look at the 
Baths of  Caracalla — the ceiling swells a hundred fifty feet high. It was a marvelous reali-
zation on the part of  the Romans to build such a space. It goes beyond function…we know 
that we can bathe just as well under an eight-foot ceiling as we can under a hundred-fifty foot 
ceiling, but I believe there’s something about a hundred-fifty foot ceiling that makes a man 
a different kind of  man”.3.26 These enormous ruin structures and the working of  
space and light fascinitated Kahn, also the fact that these monumental ruins 
passed the test of  time intrigued him. Therefore he often used classical archi-
tectural solid forms and durable materials in his own designs. Vincent Scully 
states that Kahn wanted to remain enigmatic, ambiguous and timeless. Any 
detail would give his designs scale.3.25 Kahn used classical shapes and models 
as a base, however he would never use classical details or copy large parts of  
Caracalla like Charles McKim did when he designed the Penn Station. Kahn 
and Mckim used the same source aspiration, but their approach is competely 
different. 

3.51 Louis I. Kahn, Princeton Arch, 
Louis Kahn: Conversations with Students, 
1998, Princeton Architectural Press

3.50 Vincent Scully, Louis I. Kahn 
and the Ruins of  Rome, Engineering & 
Science/Winter (1993)

Fig. 3.51 Interior the Indian Institute 
of  Management, source: Vincent Scul-
ly, Louis I. Kahn and the Ruins of  Rome, 
Engineering & Science/Winter (1993)

Fig. 3.50 Trajan‘s Market, source: 
Vincent Scully, Louis I. Kahn and the 
Ruins of  Rome, Engineering & Science/
Winter (1993)

3.5 The ruins of  caracalla as inspiration
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Fig. 3.52 the ruins of  caracalla, Rome, Italy, source: Flickr.com

Fig. 3.52 Indian Institute of  Management Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India, source: Flickr.com
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3.6 Hamams 

A hamam is the Turkish or Islamic interpretation of  the ancient Roman 
bath culture combined with the ancient Asian bathing culture and the islam-
ic religion. The word ‘hammam’ means ‘spreader of  warmth’ in Arabic. In 
general a hamam put more emphasis on steam than water, since there are no 
large public baths. Hammams are often found next to a mosque, since its close 
relation with the Islamic religion. Many Islamic tradition such as circumcision 
and ritual purification before marriage are carried out in the hamam. In con-
trast to the large Roman thermae, the Arabs have many small baths through-
out the city. The exterior of  a hamam is often modest, since the facades have 
hardly any windows and the entrances of  the building are discreet. A hamam 
is generally a double bath that is devided in a men and a women section. If  the 
hamam is a single bath then it is open to men and women at separate times 
of  the day. The men’s entrance is always in the front and visible from the road 
while the women’s entrance is at the back of  the building. Külhan is the room 
that was used for heating and is seperated from the building in the sense that it 
has its own entrance. Bathing naked was not allowed for men while for women 
it appears to be acceptable to do so.3.09 

The hamam followes a rigid sequence of  spaces that consists of  three 
rooms in total: the camekan, the sogukluk and the sicaklik. Every public space 
in a hamam is characterized by a dome with decorated marble walls. The 
interior is richly ornamented opposed to the exterior. The first room upon 
entering is the soyunmalık or camekan. The function of  this space could be 
described at best as an extremely fancy dressing room. The next room is a 
space called sogukluk which literally means ‘cold room’, however this space 
is actually warmer than the first room. The name derives from the fact that 
this room orignally was the frigidarium, however the cold pool was dispensed 
because turks do not like the idea to wash collectively. The sogkluk is used to 
get accustomed to the temperature of  the next hot room but the room also 
functions as a relax space where people could have a drink. The Romans used 
this space as a preparation to start their bathing journey, while the turks mostly 
use this space when finished bathing. The last room is the sicaklik which is the 
warmest room in the hammam. This hot room could be compared with the 
caldarium of  the ancient Roman thermae. In the center of  the room is a heat-
ed marmble octagonal stone called gobektasi. The stone is used for relaxing 
and scrub massages. Around the main room are smaller spaces called halvets; 
here one could bath privately. The room lack doors therefore a bather has to 
hang a towel over the entry in order to make it clear that a halvet is occupied. 
A special feature in the hamam are the windows in the domes that are called 
‘elephant’s eyes’. These windows, often are round of  shape with very thick 
glass, and have approximately a diameter of  20 centimers. These elephant 
eyes can catch light from all directions because of  their special bell shape that 
extend to the outside of  the dome. Figure 3.2 shows an example of  the atmo-
sphere these elephant eyes create. 3.10 

The way of  bathing practically remained unchanged from the 14th cen-
tury, making the hamam bath culture one of  the oldest still used bath cultures 
in the world.  A prime example of  an early Islamic hamam is the Bey Hamam 
built in Greece by sultan Murad II in 1444. The sequence of  bathing in now-
adays hamams, is already present in the Bey Hamam.

3.61 Kristina Smolijaninovaite,
 A Study on Historic Hamams in Istanbul 
Changing Aspects of  Cultural Use and 
Architecture, 2007, Istanbul Technical 
University

3.60 E. Dvorjetski, Leisure, Pleasure 
and Healing; Spa Culture and Medicine in 
Ancient Eastern Mediterranean, 2007

Fig. 3.60 aerial view of  the Sokullu 
Mehmet Pasa in Edirne, Turkey
Source: wowturkey.com

Fig. 3.61 Example of  elephant eyes.
Source: Flickr.com
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~40m

1 Camekan   Dressing room  
2 Sogukluk hall   Warm relax room
3 Sicaklik   Hot room
4 Halvet   Private cubicle
5 Cistern   Water reservoir
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Women entrance
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3.7 American 1900’s public baths

At the beginning of  the 19th century indoor public baths did not exist 
in America, as the government believed it was an unnecessary facility which 
the poor probably would not use anyway. However, in the course of  a few de-
cades this view changed radically, since new research revealed the importance 
of  general public health. Josiah Quincy who was the mayor of  Boston, stated 
that “the poor should be able to clean themselves and that it was the duty of  those who were 
already washed.” 2.09 The need for measures is evident from the New York Ten-
ement Commission Report of  1894, which stated that out of  255,000 inhab-
itants of  tenements inspected under their supervision, only 306 had bathtubs 
in the houses were they lived. The Commission described the lack of  public 
bathhouses as a disgrace to the city and to the civilization of  the nineteenth 
century. 2.10 

Between 1890 and 1910 the public bath movement flourished in Amer-
ica which resulted in many small bathhouses, scattered throughout the city, 
each serving a specific district. This widespread distribution of  small public 
baths brought this type facility close to the people and also guaranteed that 
different races, classes and ethnic groups remained unmixed. Usually the baths 
were built exclusively for the poor, since rich people had their own bathroom 
at home. Dr. Simon Baruch, an important member of  the ‘Association for 
Improving the Condition of  the Poor’ (AICP), did not want to fright the poor 
with imposing facades like other public buildings such as libraries and muse-
ums. Therefore he proposed to design the interior and exterior of  the baths 
as simple and plain as possible. The desire to build at a minimum cost also 
contributed to idea to build unadorned public baths. 2.09 

Although the desire to design modest facades, a large number of  real-
ized bathhouses in America had an imposing appearance with an architectur-
al style evoking ancient public baths with classical pillars, arches and cornices. 
Most of  New York Bathhouses are based on the imaginary visualization that 
Viollet-Le-Duc made of  the Baths of  Caracalla. The entrance of  a public bath 
always consisted out of  two separate entries; one for men and one for woman. 
Thus there was no communal hallway, visitors directly entered the dressing 
room/waiting room. At the desk inside the front of  the building visitors could 
buy their ticket, soap and towels. The interior of  the public baths were in con-
trast to the front facade, sober and functional. For instance, the public baths 
preferred showers over tubs, since showers are less expensive and faster in 
practice than baths. In contrast to the imposing and multifunctional thermae 
of  ancient Rome the public baths of  New York were purely meant for washing. 

The pitkin bath in Brownsville is a typical example of  a public bath 
built in New York in the beginning of  the 20th century. The woman’s side 
had 28 showers and three bathtubs; the mens’s side had 28 showers and two 
bathtubs while the boys section on the first floor had 38 showers and one tub. 
Each shower cubicle consisted of  two spaces; the first space was for undressing 
and the second space was the actual shower. The bathing experience consisted 
out buying a ticket, soap and a towel; waiting till a shower was available; un-
dressing, receiving a specified amount of  water for a specified amount of  time; 
then dressing and leaving. Finally, the government made a law that forced all 
apartments to have bathing facilities. This law put the public baths that were 
not meant for leisure out of  use. The Pitkin Avenue Public Bath was therefore 
closed in 1949 during city cutbacks. 

Fig. 3.71 Pitkin bath in Brownsville, New 
York (1902), Source: NYC.gov/records

Fig. 3.70 Public Bath on Huron Street, 
New York (1940), Source: Courtesy of  NYC 
Municipal Archives

3.71 William Paul Gerhard, Modern 
Baths and Bath Houses, 1908

3.70 David Glassberg, The design of  re-
form: The public bath movement in America. 
Johns Hopkins University. Vol. 20, No. 2: 
Fall 1979 
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Fig. 2.22 Facade and floorplans of  the Pitkin bath in Brownsville, New York
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3.8 Finnish Sauna

Archaeological researchers believe that the steam baths were already 
used in the Stone Age. Steam baths could be found in almost every culture, but 
the finnish sauna is probably the most famous example because of  their sim-
ple wooden appearance. The Russian historian Nestor was the first person in 
1113 who wrote about finnish saunas. In russia, one of  the neighboring coun-
tries of  Finland, calls the sauna a banya.3.71 However, the typology of  a banya 
is entirely the same as a sauna. The sauna was an important building in the 
time that the finnish society did not have any washing facilities at home, since 
it was the place to clean yourself  physically. The finnish sauna could probably 
function as the smallest type of  public bath, for example the small private sau-
nas could be part of  the bathroom. Yet, many finnish people only consider the 
typical small rural saunas as authentical, since the preparation such as chop-
ping wood and carrying water is considered also part of  the sauna experience. 
This famous shed type of  a sauna evolved from the saunsa pits which were 
buried in the ground and covered with animal skin. Nowadays there are many 
different type of  saunsa such as mobile and eletric stove saunas.3.72

A sauna basicly consists of  three spaces; the dressing room, the laundry 
room and the boiler room. The element that makes a sauna a real finnish sau-
na is the wooden interior. The temperature in a sauna is normally around  80 
to 100 degrees of  celsius. Todays finnish saunsas are often part of  a spa and 
are much bigger than the original saunas. The saunsa was also used to clean 
your head. Nowadays the saunsa is barely used for cleaning, since it is mainly 
used for leisure. However, the traditional saunsa, which is a wood burning 
standalone sauna with a fireplace and chimney, is probably still the most char-
acteristic sauna. 

3.80 L.M. Edelsward, Sauna as Symbol: 
society in Finland, 1993, New York, Peter 
Lang Publishing

3.81 N. Harjulin, Place Consumption: 
The Sauna, the Finns and Their Practic-
es, 2012, Aalto UniversitSchool of  
Economics

Fig. 3.80 Example of  a typical finnish sauna 
in a rural landscape, source: wikipedia.com

Fig. 3.81 Example of  the interior of  a finn-
ish sauna, source: www.freixanetwellness.com
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Fig. 3.71 Floorplan of  a typical finnish sauna
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3.9 Sento

The japanse public bath house is called sento. Sento literally translates 
to penny bath. The first public bathhouse opened in 1591 in Edo, which now-
adays is named Tokyo. These first bathhouses lacked real baths and men and 
women from all classes used the steambaths together. One of  the first real 
bathtubs in Japan are the Goemon buro baths, named after a thief  Goemon 
Ishikawa who was sentenced to death by being boiled alive in a similar bath-
tub. Bathing in a Goemon bath is not without risks, you should wear wooden 
sandals to protect your feet from burning.3.71

The today’s sentos are from the beginning of  the 19th century and are 
to a large extent made of  wood. Figure 3.82 shows a general floorplan of  a 
typical sento. The entrance  of  a standard sento looks from the outside some-
what similar to a temple. A sento in the center often lacks a graden, however 
if  a sento does have a garden, it will be incooperated into the experience of  
bathing by using large windows. Sometimes it is also possible to make a walk 
in this garden after bathing. In nowadays sentos, the area in front of  the en-
trance, which the Japanese call genkan, is used as a storage room for shoes. 
After storing your shoes in a locker, you have to pay entrance fee at the front 
desk. Smaller sentos usually have a bandai (desk) inside the dressing room 
where you can pay. The entrances of  both men and women are covered with 
a curtain. The men’s curtain is blue and the women’s curtain is red. Usually 
the entrance on the left is for men and the entrance on the right is for wom-
en. After you are completely naked with only a towel around your waist, you 
can enter the bathing area. The bathing area is normally separated from the 
datsuiba by a sliding door to keep the heat in the bathing area, however in the 
warmer regions of  Japan the datsuiba and the bathing area are not separated. 
In a typical sento bathroom the space is devided into a men and women sec-
tion by a two meters high wall, while the total height of  the bathroom has a 
height of  approximately four meters. This incomplete separation result in an 
interesting devision since men and female can hear each other bathing and 
talking. Many old sentos had a hole in the wall to pass soap, because soap used 
to be an expensive good. The bathing area is usually tiled and at the rear end 
of  the bathroom above the baths, you often will find a wall painting. Especially 
a mural of  Mount Fuji is a popular design in sentos. 3.71 

The Japanse public bathing experience follow some strict rules and et-
iquetts. For example one it is considered rude to stare unnecessarily at some-
one’s naked body. No soap is allowed in baths. Also one should enter the 
washing area fully naked and before taking a bath one must thoroughly clean 
themselves at washing station at the wall in the middle of  the room. If  you 
decide to leave a bath and get into another bath, you are expected to wash 
yourself  again. Each washing station has two faucets low the ground which 
the Japanse call karan after the Dutch word kraan, one for hot water and one 
cor cold water. In order to wash yourself, you sit on a stool and use a bucket 
to collect some water from the karan. Figure 3.81 shows this washing proces.

Another popular public bath house type in Japan is called onsen. The 
significant difference between an onsen and a sento is the fact that a onsen 
uses natural volcanic spring water. This water has more natural minerals in 
the water, while a sento simple use tap water. An onsen is strongly connected 
with nature since it has many stone baths in open air. In general an Onsen has 
many similarities with a modern spa. 3.90 E.A. Ishiyama, Sento: the japanse 

public bath, 2009

Fig. 3.90 The entrance of  a typical sento 
communal public bath
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Fig. 3.91 The bathing area of  a sento with in the frond the washing and in the background the baths and the typical Fuji mural, source: pninfo.com

Fig. 3.82 The floor plan and section of  a typical sento 
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3.9 Thermal Baths Vals

The Therme vals is a contemporary public bath located half  buried 
into the hillside of  the valley of  Vals in Switzerland. The building is placed on 
top of  a thermal spring and uses the water of  this spring. The building was 
designed by Peter Zumthor. The exterior of  the building seem to be carved 
out of  the hillside, because of  the stone facade and the green roof. The stone 
facade is made of  locally quarried Valser Quarzite slabs. Zumthor describes 
the exterior of  the building as a ‘large porous stone’ and the interior space as a 
‘geometric cave system.’ “The outside world penetrates through large openings and merg-
es into the carved-out system of  caverns.” However, he describes the building also as  
geometric and technically ordered. “The building has been conceived as a technically 
ordered, architectonic structure which avoids naturalistic form.” This geometric order-
ing is visible in the rhythm of  the windows and square gaps in the facade that 
penetrate the solid appearing building. 

The hidden entrance of  the bathhouse is in the neighboring hotel that 
is part of  the recreation complex. Zumthor wanted to create an atmosphere 
in which visitors come from the depths of  the mountain into a cave-like space 
which is the actual bathhouse. The concept of  the ‘geometric cave system’ is 
obvious inside, because it contains many small but ‘solid units’. These units 
have small doors and already indicate that these rooms are more private than 
the common area. Each unit also has their own roof  and each roof  of  an 
unit is seperate from an other unit by a gap of  eight centimeters wide. These 
gaps between the units allow streams of  light into the bathhouse. Zumthor 
describes the interior space as: “The meander, as we call it, is a designed negative space 
between the blocks, a space that connects everything as it flows throughout the entire building, 
creating a peacefully pulsating rhythm. Moving around this space means making discoveries. 
You are walking as if  in the woods. Everyone there is looking for a path of  their own.” Both 
the walls of  the interior, which have a total height of  5 meters and the exterior 
are made of  the same material, this enhance the connection between in- and 
outside. The pools in the Therme of  Vals are of  contrasting shapes, sizes, col-
ors and temperatures. For example, the hot room is colored red and the cold 
room is colored blue. The small pools in the solid units have an intimate and 
personal character, while the large baths in ‘the meander’ are more open and 
unpersonal.3.91

Zumthor seems to be inspired by the ancient thermae, because he ad-
opted some ancient architectural features of  the Roman bathhouses. Especial-
ly the use of  space, light and mass is quite similar to the ancient baths, since 
Hamams and Roman baths also used windows in the roof  to allow light in 
their baths. The use of  mass in Zumthor project is different then the Romans 
baths, because he used it as a tool to archieve a cave feeling, while the Romans 
really needed it to support the great vaults that made it possible to have large 
spaces. The contrast between private and common spaces in Zumthor’s spa is 
also quite similar to that the private cubicles of  the Hamam, however the units 
in Vals seems to be placed randomly while the cubicles in the Hamam always 
were placed around the round-shaped hot room. 

Fig. 3.92 Detail of  the Valser Quarzite 
Slabs that are used for the wall.
source: www.cloud-cuckoo.net

Fig. 3.93 Corners and entry to the solid units
source: www.cloud-cuckoo.net

Fig. 3.94 Light from above
source: www.cloud-cuckoo.net

3.91 P. Laskar, Do Bodies Matter? Stone, 
water, light, skin and material performativity 
in Therme Valsento, 2013, Centrum för 
Genusstudier, Stockholms universitet
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3.9 conclusion public baths

The necessity to clean the body and the desire to appease people almost 
appear to be equally important in almost all public bathing cultures, howev-
er public baths often originate from the necessity for cleanness; the desire to 
appease people only became import as the necessity of  cleaning properly was 
fulfilled. All the public baths roughly function in a similar way, especially the 
way a public bath is used and its role in society seem to be the same. The so-
cializing aspect became often almost equally important as cleansing the body, 
because public bathing is considered to be an intimate matter. Also all public 
bath types are considered to have a health beneficial character, especially the 
hot steam baths.  

However, the public bath types also have major differences, especially 
the architectural language and the view on nudity varies from eachother. For 
example the scale of  a large Roman thermae compared to a Finnish sauna is 
enormous, while the architectural language of  a Roman thermae is quite sim-
ilar to that of  a hammam, but a hammam lacks Roman grandeur. A hammam 
is more introvert comparted to a thermae since the bath type is more bonded 
to religion, while an American bath from the beginning of  the 20th century 
is also introvert in order not to scare off poor people. The view on nudity also 
plays an important role in the way a public bath was designed. For example, in 
some public bath types women and men enter the building together through 
a main entrance, while other public baths are basically two seperate buildings 
because each gender has their own entrance.

It is logical that the function of  a public bath in each bath type is rough-
ly the same. The typological differences derive mainly from architectural lan-
guage and the view on nudity. The Thermal of  Vals shows that it is possible to 
design a contemporary bathhouse by using the Roman architecture principles 
as a basis. 
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4 Study area and project area

4.1 Introduction
The study area of  this graduation project is the quarter Ostiense and 

the project location is the Ex Mercati Generali in Ostiense. Ostiense is a neigh-
borhood in the south of  the center of  Rome adjacent to the Aurelian Wall. 
The quarter is named after the ancient road Via Ostiense. Ostiense’s main 
quarter borders are the Tiber river on the west side and the main road Via 
Cristoforo Colombo on the east side. The quarter roughly could be devided 
into two main areas; the former industrial area Ostiense, along Via Ostiense 
on the west side of  the quarter and the living neigborhood Garbatella on the 
east of  the quarter. Garbatella is a homogeneous in terms of  functions, since 
the area mainly is a residential neighborhood, while the former industrial area 
Ostiense nowadays has a wide range different type of  buildings. For example 
along Via Ostiense one could find a university, a museum, large shops and 
abandoned buildings. This mix of  functions is cleary visible in in figure 4.15.  
The building density is also much higher in Garbatella than in Ostiense, while 
the size of  each building in Garbatella is much smaller than in Ostiense. Os-
tiense also seem to have much more open and unused space than Garbatella. 

Fig. 4.11 Via Ostiense from above, (1) 
The italgas. (2), Ex Mercati Generali 
Source: Barbara Elia, Ostiense dal 
passato al futuro: Trasformazioni edilizie dal 
1870 a oggi 

1

2
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 Buildings Quarter Ostiense Ex Mercati Generali

Fig. 4.12 A map of  the project location, scale: 1:30000
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Before the 20th century Ostiense quarter was practically undeveloped. 
The only important structure that was already present in the quarter was 
the Basilica di San Paolo. In 1909 designers decided that Ostiense would be 
Rome’s new industrial area. This decision still heavily influences Ostiense’s 
current identity. The construction of  the Porto Fluviale harbour in 1910 stim-
ulated the growth of  Ostiense as an industrial area considerably. The district 
kept growing and soon became Rome’s main industrial area as planned. Many 
large industry complexes such as the Italgas complex, Ex Mercat Generali and 
Mattatoio slaughterhouse were built along side the river. 

A decade after the rapid urban industrial development began in Os-
tiense, the garden city concept based on Ebeneze Howard’s work “Garden 
Cities of  Tomorrow” was introduced in Rome. A garden city, or satelitte city 
is a self  sufficient community town with much greenery. Ingersoll stated that 
“Garden cities were organized as polynuclear settlements meant to relieve the 
pressure from a single center. They were redolent of  parks and gardens, thus 
offering the primary attraction to new dwellers, fixed in terms of  their size, and 
ment to interact with other satellite cities”. Neighborhoods planned according 
to this principle are Monte Sacro, Ostia Nuova and Garbatella. Garbatella 
was built adjacent to the industrial district of  Ostiense. This neighborhood 
was designed for working class families. The location of  Garbatella is interest-
ing, since the neighborhood more or less blocked Ostiense from growing fu-
ther. Ostiense which was planned as an industrial area just outside of  the city, 
was soon caught between the neighborhoods Garbatella, Testaccio, Portuense 
and  Trastevere. After the world war, Ostiense was completely swallowed up 
by Rome. 

The decline of  Ostiense’s industry started in World War II when the 
side was heavily bombed multiple times. In the decades after the war Ost-
iense gradually lost its position as the main industrial area of  the city. At the 
beginning of  the 21th century, practically all industrial buildings in Ostiense 
were abandoned or demolished. Currently Ostiense’s identity is still changing 
rapidly, because many of  the abandoned buildings are demoshiled or redevel-
oped. Via Ostiense was planned and realised as a boulevard , however nowa-
days Via Ostiense could not longer be counted as a boulevard since the street 
has transformed much the last decades. For example the main changes are the 
removal of  many trees removed and narrowing of  the wide car lanes of  the 
boulevard. These transformations were probably necessary in order to make 
room parking spaces. 

4.2 History and development Ostiense
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Fig. 4.22 Function map of  quarter Ostiense, scale 1:10000
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Fig. 4.23 Via Ostiense between 1924 and 1928. In this picture the industrial development of  Ostiense is at its highest. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.24 In this pictures from around 1935 it is clearly visible that Via Ostiense was designed as a boulevard. In this picture it is also visible that the buildings 
around Via Ostiense were mainly industrial. In the right upper corner is the Mercati Generali complex and on the left upper corner Italgas. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.25 Streetview of  Via Ostiense around 1940. Via Ostiense used to have a tram in the middle of  the street. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.26 The open and empty space in between the Mercati Generali and Via Ostiense, which is filled with trucks and cars in this picture, was used as parking space 
for trucks and cars of  people that worked there. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.27 Via Ostiense from above around 1960. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.28 Via Ostiense around 1970. In this picture it is clearly visible that Ostiense is already transforming from an industrial zone to a more mixed zone with office 
buildings and some residential buildings. Source: www.cedot.it
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Fig. 4.21 The development of  quarter Ostiense, scale 1:10000
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Fig. 4.23 Section of  Via Ostiense, scale 1:3000 and section of  via Ostiense with the Mercati Generali in red
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Fig. 4.24 Section along Via Ostiense, scale 1:3000
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Fig. 4.24 The different plotsizes in Via Ostiense, scale 1:10000
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4.3 Project area

The project area is the former wholesale food market in Rome. The first 
buildings of  the Ex Mercati Generali were built between 1912 and 1922. The 
site was redeveloped continuously. Especially the pavilions between the build-
ings changed often from shape and form.The heritage conservation in Rome 
declared the Mercati Generali complex a monument in 1990 and stated that 
“The complex is an interesting industrial example in Rome of  the early twentieth century in 
Rome”. 

The City Council was inspired by the example of  Turin and therefore 
desired to built one unified food market. One large market had many benefits 
such as costs reduction for food storage and better control hygiene. The mu-
nicipal engineer Emilio Saffi, head of  the “factories”, was responsible for the 
whole design and project. The complex was devided in two areas. One area 
was for fruit and vegetables and the other for fish, meat and eggs. The fruit 
and vegetables entrance was on the west side at street Via Ostiense, while the 
entrance for meat and fish was on the east side at the railway. In the middle of  
the complex, between the two markets, a railway station was planned, how-
ever this station was never realised. The south side of  the complex faces the 
street Cavalcaferrovia Settimia Spizzichino. This street also crosses the railway 
with an enormous bridge, the nickname of  this bridge is ‘Corbra’ . This large 
bridge is next to the Mercati Generali area and forms a hard border. 

Nowadays more than half  of  the original structures of  the Mercati 
Generali are demolished. The structures that survived are the entrance build-
ing on the east side and entrance building on the west; six storage buildings 
for fruit and vegetables and two large fish and meat buildings. These two large 
building are probably the most iconic buildings of  the complex. These two 
structures are the first buildings in Rome that used reinforced concrete vault-
ed roofs. The interior of  these buidlings is characterized by the vaulted roofs 
and  the skelet structure. The interior of  these buildings also contains many 
tremendous details. 

Fruit and vegetable

Demolished

Fish, meat and egg

Still standing
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1912 - 1922 1923 - 1925

1926 - 1942 1945 - 1978

Fig. 4.30 The development of  the Mercati Generali complex over time
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1 Project area 
2 Watertowers
3 Fish market
4 Chicken and egg market
5 Main entrance building
6 Railway entrance
7 Fence buildings of  the vegetable market
8 Italgac complex

A Cavalcaferrovia Settimia Spizzichino
B Via Ostiense
C Via Francesco Negri 
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Fig. 4.31 The plan of  the Ex Mercati Generali complex in its current state
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Fig. 4.32 An isometry of  the complex
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Fig. 4.34 A bird perpective from the former Ex Generali Mercati site. Currently the site is on redevelopment and many buildings have been demolished. 
source: www.ilfattoquotidiano.it/

Fig. 4.33 Site comparision, on the left thermae Caracalla and on the right Ex Generali Mercati (all buildings in light grey are demolished and the black buildings are 
still standing). The red rectangle is 450m by 450 m. 
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Fig. 4.35 An isometry of  the complex and its surroundings 
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The main structure of  the building is built in 1912 and it always used 
as a fish market. The building is practically one big hall. The building is very 
symmetrical and the three large entrances characterize the facades of  the 
buildings. The building has two floors; a groundfloor and a large basement. 
The basement was mainly used for storage. The structure of  the building is 
clearly visible and therefore characterize the interior. The structure consists 
of  large prestressed concrete and therefore has a very slim appearance. The 
floorplan is very open and has no walls. The interior is basicly one large hall. 
The exterior facades are finished with stucco. 

 

4.3 Fish market
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The construction of  the building started in 1912 and the last part of  the 
building was finished in 1925. The building has a groundfloor and a basement, 
the basement was connected to the fish market building. in 1925 a watertower 
was added in the middle of  the center court of  the U-shaped building. The 
structure of  this building is an exact copy of  the fish market building. The 
shape and dimensions of  the building elements are exactly the same, however 
the shape of  the total building is different because the elements are placed in 
a U shape. The exterior facades are finished with stucco. 

4.4 Chicken and eggs market
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The building were realized between 1913 and 1924. Both entrances 
are built the way they were designed, many other realised buildings on the 
site such as the fish and chicken market are different from the original design 
of  1909. The designs of  both buildings are quite similar; both have two floors 
above ground and each floor has a central corridor with rooms on both sides. 
The buildings are quite small compared to the other buildings on the site. The 
main difference between both entrances is the fact that the vegetable entrance 
at Via Ostiense has a ‘gate’, while the entrance at the railway site lacks a gate. 
The exterior facades are finished with stucco. 

4.5 Entrances
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These long buildings were built in 1912 and are considered to be the 
fence building of  the vegetable market. These six buildings seperate the veg-
etable market from the outside, like a fence. The building were used as shop 
or used for storage. The facades towards the Via Ostiense are very closed, 
because the buildings had a sore of  ‘fence’ function. In 1924 canopies were 
added to the buildings. The exterior facades are finished with stucco. 

4.5 Fence building of  the vegetable market
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5 Masterplan

6.1 Introduction
The masterplan contains the proposal for the whole Ex Mercati Gen-

erali Complex. The design of  the masterplan is based on Foucaults theory on  
Heterotopia combined with the ancient thermae Caracalla which is just a few 
hundred meters away from the project area. The Ostiense quarter has always 
been a place for people to work and nowadays Ostiense is becoming more a 
place for leisure, therefore the generali markets will be developed into a leisure 
centre witch focuses on sports. The area will have to act like an ‘other space’  
inside the quarter Via Ostiense. 
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Currently the Mercati Generali site is very open and spacious, since it 
has a lot of  undefined spaces. In the masterplan buildings, structures and trees 
have been added to the area to define these open spaces. Acient thermae often 
had one or more axes of  symmetry, therefore the added building on the Mer-
cati Generali area are placed according to a vertical symmetry axis. The site 
also seem to have an imaginary grid. The grid could help to place and shape 
the buildings. The Mercati Generali was orginally devided into two main ar-
eas: the vegetable market and the fish, meat and egg market. The masterplan 
retains this seperation; the vegetable market will be an ‘event area’ and the 
fish, meat and egg market will be a training area with a bathhouse, gym facil-
ities and sport related shops and restaurants. 

Step 1 
According to Foucault heterotpias are isolated and only accessible for 

a certain group of  people. Therefore the first step is to make the area an iso-
late space by adding more ‘fence buildings’ at the borders of  the area. These 
‘fence buildings’ will need an introverted facade on the outside of  the complex 
and open facade on the inside in order to enhance the ‘fence’ function of  this 
addition. 

Step 2 
The interior space is still very open, therefore the space has to be de-

fined more by adding more buildings that form a building block. The two 
buildings added at the back of  the complex have a similar shape because of  
the symmetry axis and the grid.

Step 3
The vegetable area will be devided into three spaces by adding two long 

buildings similar to the already existing ‘fence buildings’. These two buildings 
will devided the area in approximately three equal areas.  These two long and 
small buildings also fit the grid and the symmtery axis. These three spaces will 
be the outdoor gym places of  the sport complex. The design of  the three spac-
es and the surrounding buildings are inspired on the ancient Greek palaestras.

Step 4
The colonnade is an architectural feature from ancient Greece that of-

ten is used on public buildings of  significance such as libraries, universities 
and all kind of  government buildings. These type buildings are often located 
around squares or other public spaced. A colonnade is a great tool to define the 
public facade of  a building, because a colonnade articulates the edges of  the 
building mass and at the same time also defines the edges of  an exterior space. 
A colonnade is a transition zone that is easily penetrated for entry, however the 
line of  columns also form some kind of  semi-transparent screen in front of  the 
actual building. The three areas created in step three will be ‘festival spaces’ 
that are only visited during a certain period of  time and therefore often have 
to coperate with each other. The addition of  colonnades around these three 
spaces will bundle the three areas. Because all three areas will have the same 
semi-transparent screen in front of  the actual building it is clear that all three 
areas have a similar function and belong the same ‘temporal heterotopia’.

Symmetry axis

An 3x3 grid or main sight sightlines

‘event area’ is red and ‘training area’ is grey

6.1 Additions
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Step 1: Enclosure of  the area Step 2: Defening the interior space in the back of  the area by making 
two building blocks

Step 4: The adition of  three peristyleStep 3: Defening the interior spaces in the front of  the area by dividing 
the vetegable area into 3 spaces
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The four main public spaces are located around the fish market which 
will be transformed into the public bath house. The two open spaces next to 
the entrance square are the trainingfields of  the paleastras (see number 3 and 
4 on the drawing of  the next page). Theses open spaces could be used for 
sports or other events. The old thermae also often had well maintained parks 
with trees for protection against shadow. In the masterplan the park is located 
right from the fish market and uses the same area as the egg market building 
(number 5). The U-shaped egg market and the park are basically each other 
opposites, since the U-shaped eggmarkt is a solid mass while the park is an 
open pulic space. The U-shaped builing also have a square which is 40 by 
45 meters. This square is embedded in the U-shape of  the building and also 
have a water tower in the center (number 8).  Square number 6 is devided by 
a serie of  trees. This row of  trees is placed in line with the building blocks of  
the ‘fence buildings’. The row of  trees connect the two building block with 
each other while the square remains a square. The courtyards of  the ‘fence 
buildings’ are more private, but still public. The courtyards are 18 meters by 
60 meters. 

The four main squares/parks around middle 
building

The two trainingfields and courtyards

All the green areas and trees on the complex

Indoor gym hall

Public baths house

Palaestras (outdoor gyms)

Offices/restaurants

6.1 Public spaces and functions
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1 Boulevard 
2 Entrance square
3 Palaestra/trainingfield with grass
4 Palaestra/trainingfield square
5 Park
6 Square with a row of  trees
7 Courtyards
8 Square with watertower

Locations: 

4 2 3

5

77

6

8

1 1 1

0 30 60 100m
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A bird perpective of  the masterplan
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1 Event area 
2 Training area
3 Paleastra
4 Gym
5 Thermae
6 Offices/restaurant
7 Rest space
8 Park

Locations: 

1
2

3

3

4

8

6

6
7

7

7

77

7
7

7

The Masterplan in situation

0 30 60 100m
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The palaestra was a training complex in the ancient Greece culture. 
The romans adopted this building and incooperated it the thermae, therefore 
the building is also present in the masterplan. Bathing culture has changed 
over time and the Roman culture can not be compared with the modern cul-
ture. For example, nowadays public bathing culture is much more small scale 
than the ancient Roman bathing culture, while todays sport culture is much 
larger than the ancient Roman culture. Therefore the palaestra in the master-
plan have a more prominent function than they used to have in the ancient 
thermae. 

The masterplan contains two palaestra. The two large courtyard of  the 
palaestras, which are the outdoor exercise grounds of  the sportxcomplex , 
are approximately 110 meters by 75 meters. The ancient palaestra courtyards 
were always filled with sand, since the palaestra often only was used as a wres-
tling school. However, the courtyards of  the two contemporary palaestras are 
made of  a lawn and paved with concrete tiles. By using different pavings in the 
two palaestras a wider range of  sports is possible in the complex. The court-
yards of  the palaestra are always surrounded by collonades. The two contem-
porary palaestras in the masterplan are also peristyle trainingfields. The con-
temporary collonades are 3 meters wide and 9 meters high and the columns 
are 400mm by 400mm. The material used for the minimalistic collonades 
is concrete. The design of  the collonades is inspired by design of  Museum 
of  Modern Literature by David Chipperfield. Ancient collonades around the 
courtyards of  the palaestras were used for shelter against the weather. The 
contemporary collonades also have this function, however the collonades also 
function as some kind of  semi-transparent screen in front of  the old ‘fence’ 
building. The collonades give the facade of  the old building a new face with-
out actually touching or changing the old facade. The collonade around the 
courtyard also could serve as a runningtrack. One round would approximately 
be 370 meters long. 

The two courtyards not only function as a sportfield, since the large 
open field also could have many other different functions. For example it could 
serve a an festival area or other public activities. This crossprogramming is 
based on Tschumi view on space and the event that takes place in this space. 
This multi function environment in created by adding a tribune on the ‘old 
fence’ building. This idea is based on Theatre of  Marcellus, which is ancient 
theatre in Rome close to the Ostiense quarter. In medieval times a residence 
was built atop the ruins of  the ancient theatre in order to give the structure a 
new function. The ‘fence buildings’ of  the Mercati Generali plan undergo a 
reverse transformation compared to the Theatre of  Marcellus, since a tribune 
will be added on top. The tribunes of  each palaestra will have place for four 
thousand people. The fence buildings will have an extra storey viewed from 
the outside. The facade of  the extra storey completely copies the rhythm of  
facade of  the already existing facades of  the fence buildings, however the ma-
terial will be concrete and the added storey will not have any ornaments. 

Fig. 6.30 Contemporary collonade designed 
by David Chipperfield Museum of  Modern 
Literature, Marbach am Neckar, 2002-2006 
Source: www.davidchipperfield.co.uk

Fig. 6.31 Theatre of  Marcellus with a 
residence on  top of  the ruins. 
Source: www. en.wikipedia.org

6.3 Palaestra
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0 10 20 30 m

Section of  the trainingfield/palaestra

Axometry of  one of  the two palaestras
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Section BB’ of  the trainingfield/palaestra

Section AA’  of  the trainingfield/palaestra
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The red dotted line marks the area that people on the tribunes could see of  the trainingfield
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Facade of  the new ‘fence’ building viewed from the inside of  the complex. The new facade has the same rythem as the old ‘fence’ buildings.

Facade of  the new ‘fence’ building viewed from the ouside of  the complex
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Facade of  the old vetegable ‘fence’ building viewed from the inside of  the complex with the collonade in front of  the building with on top the tribune

Facade of  the old vetegable ‘fence’ building viewed from the ouside of  the complex with on top the the tribune
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6. Architectural design Thermae
The actually public bath house building was the most important build-

ing in a thermae complex of  ancient Rome since it was placed in the center 
of  the complex and it was the largest structure on the site. However, nowadays 
Rome does not require such a large building for a public bath house, but the 
public bath house in the masterplan still has a central and prominent place 
in the masterplan which indicate its importance in the masterplan. The main 
architectural features that were used in the ancient Roman thermae are the 
use of  natural light from windows high in the wall or roof; solid walls and mass 
and the sequence of  space inside the bath house was also very important. 
These main architectural features were used as starting point for the design of  
the Thermae. The romans used three baths; the calidarium, tepidarium and 
frigadarium, therefore these three pools will also be used in the design.

The public bath house is placed in the relative small 60 meters by 60 
meters former fish market. This building is has a basement and a large and 
spacious hall on ground level. The building is symmterical in two directions. 
Two sides still have the original facade while facades of  the two other sides are 
completely demolished which results in two open facades. The open facade  
with entrance faces the main entrance of  the complex. The side has a view on 
the large peristyle square in front of  the building. 

The basement of  the building is made of  grid of  brick cross vaults. 
The cross vaults have a dimension of  four meters by four meters. This grid is 
left intact as much as possible. Rooms were created by placing walls between 
the columns in the cross vault grid. The basement houses all the function that 
support the actual bathing house such as dressing rooms, utility room and 
kitchen. However, the basement also contains many private message cubicles, 
two steam baths and two private hot baths. The public hot bath (calidarium) is 
also placed in the basement. This bath has a large roof  window which is twelve 
meters above the pool. This window lights the whole pool with natural light 
from above. This public hot steam bath is placed in the center of  the basement 
and the walls that support the windows above the pool penetrate through the 
groundfloor. As result viewed from ground level the spacious hall has a solid 
concrete central core. The central hal contains the largest pool which is the 
tepidarium and the frigadarium.

Light from above

The entrance is towards the main entrance 
of  the complex. The building has to open 
facades (dotted line) and two closed facades 
(solid line)

Mass

Sequence of  spaces
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Basement

Groundfloor

Roof
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Floorplan of  the groundfloor
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Floorplan of  the basement
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6. Roof  details

Details of  the window above the calidarium middle part
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Details of  the window above the calidarium on the corner
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Render of  the calidarium which was the hottest bath in ancient Rome. The baths receive its light from above. 
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Render of  the calidarium.The bath is located in the basement and in the center of  the building.
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The staircase from the basement to the groundfloor.
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Render of  the tepiddarium which was a warm bath in ancient Rome. This is the largest bath. 
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Scale model of  the masterplan
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Scale model of  the thermae (fish market)
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Conclusion

I believe the studio ‘The cities of  Rome’ can be defined in general as a 
studio that aimed to combine the classical views on architecture with the con-
temporary views on architecture. The atlas was mainly a historical research of  
Rome and Roman architecture, since the studio struggled with the typo-mor-
phological research of  Rome, because of  its rich and long history. However, 
from the research we could conclude that Rome was many different faces (cit-
ies), therefore we even changed the title of  the studio from ‘Rome collage city’ 
to ‘The cities of  Rome’.

The individual research also focued on ancient Rome. The ‘public bath 
house’ typology was researched by looking at the history of  the building type 
and architectural features of  public baths all over the world. The aim of  the 
individual project was to revive the ancient thermae in a contemporary way. 
The individual reserach concluded that thermae are not a necessity anymore 
and are only used for leisure. According to Foucault thermae could be con-
sidered as an ‘other place’ because of  its closed character towards the city 
and intimate function. Foucaults and Tschumis theories are used to design the 
masterplan. The outcome is a redevelopment project that used many ancient 
Roman features in a contemporary way to support the decisions in the design 
proces. Therefore the design could be considered as a contemporary thermae.
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